COMPANY
We are C.P.E. Production Oy (Combat Protective Equipment), a ballistic/riot and
training equipment manufacturing company headquartered in Finland. We supply
different military, police, elite national counter terrorism units and prison services
which saves lives daily due to our high quality. We have designed and produced
high quality clothes for law-enforcement and hardcore outdoor enthusiasts.

Design
We have had lot of help with the
design from the toughest guys you
can find from Finland. A big thank to
all Special Force operators,
professional wilderness guides and
arctic expediton team who have
helped us with the design. All
products are designed in Finland.
Made in EU
We didn’t want to produce the clothing
line in Asia. Now the quality control is
possible so the products are as good
as we expected. We can also be sure
that the working conditions are good
and the products are environmental
sustainable.
C.P.E. Explorer Line
-Echo waterproof jacket with eVent
membrane
-Echo waterproof pants with eVent
membrane
-Zero fleece hoodie
-Romeo softshell jacket
-Foxtrot lightweight jacket
-Sierra trousers
-Sierra jeans
-Kilo trousers
-Papa polo shirt

Quality
We are happy to say that the clothing line meets the highest standards in quality
and the materials used, but its not enough you have to test them in real life so we
tested all the products in the hardest conditions.
For example the hardshell jacket and pants were used when crossing the
Greenland icecap in April 2019:

Testing the new Echo hardshell jacket and pants in Greenland icecap.
Photo: Tapio Rinne, Finnish Border Guard Special Force reservists’ Greenland Expedition

Echo waterproof jacket
There is no bad weather! This jacket has faced storms in Baltic sea and Greenland
icecap. Made for super rough use. We are proud of the simple durable design and
high quality materials used.
-eVent Professional membrane
-30 000mm water column
-13,000 g/m breathability
-Pit zip ventilation
-Four front pockets
-Helmet compatible hood
Colors:
Signal red
Black
Sizes:
XS-XXL
Fit:
Sizes are quite large.

Echo waterproof trousers
High waist hardshell pants for extreme conditions. Perfect for unsupported arctic
expeditions and heavy rain in the edge of the world. Durable and simple design.

-eVent Professional membrane
-30 000mm water column
-13,000 g/m breathability
-Pit zip ventilation
-Four front pockets
-Helmet compatible hood
-Vents on the side of legs
-Two pockets
Colors:
Black
Sizes:
XS-XXL

Zero Fleece jacket
Warm and comfortable fleece jacket for outdoors and urban use. Can be used
under our other jackets in exteme cold conditions. You have to feel the fabric to
realize how comfy this fleece actually is!

-Super soft fleece
-Pit zip ventilations
-6 pockets
-Hood with a little cap
-Velcro
Colors:
Black, Olive, Brown
Sizes:
XS-XXL

Romeo Softshell jacket
Durable softshell jacket with tactical twist. Side zipper allows quick access to
concealed carry weapon or other items. As all the other clothes we make this is
also very durable.

-Pit zip ventilations
-6 pockets
-Hood inside the collar
-Velcro
-Side zippers
Colors:
Black
Sizes:
XS-XXL

Foxtrot lightweight jacket
When you need light protection and packability the Foxtrot lightweight jacket will
serve you well. You can pack the jacket inside its own pocket or inside the sleeve.

-Pit zip ventilations
-4 pockets
-Goes well together with Zero fleece
-Hood inside the collar
Colors:
Black, Green
Sizes:
XS-XXL

Kilo trousers
Everyday hiking pants with a tactical twist. Innovative simple design with best
fabrics in the markets. Extremely comfortable to use.
-Stretch fabric increases mobility and comfort
-Possibility to use removable kneepads
-Kneepad adjustments
-Adjustable waist
Colors:
Black, Coyote
Sizes:
XS-XXL

Sierra trousers
Lightweight and durable pants for everything.
-Adjustable waist
-Zipper pockets

Colors:
Denim, Black, Coyote
Sizes:
XS- XXL

